Selection biases may have led to beneficial effects of moderate drinking being over estimated; however, they are unlikely to entirely explain the J-shaped curve. Even if all beneficial effects were eliminated, our ranking of alcohol as a public health burden would not change, nor our efforts to limit its harm.
More than a decade ago it was almost taken for granted that moderate alcohol consumption conferred protective health effects, with those expressing scepticism grouped alongside 'doubters of manned lunar missions and members of the Flat Earth Society' [1] . Since then there has been a steady stream of studies that have set out to interrogate this association from multiple angles to determine the robustness of this claim [2] [3] [4] . Naimi et al. [5] add to this body of work by succinctly mapping out potential methodological issues that fall under the umbrella of selection biases.
In the interest of furthering this debate, we will attempt to play devil's advocate in this commentary.
To begin, we need to consider the bigger picture. Does this potential underestimation of harm from alcohol matter to our rating of alcohol as a public health burden, or are we simply tinkering around the edges? If the protective effects were convincingly dismissed, would people's drinking habits change?
It is estimated that world-wide alcohol use accounted for 2.8 million deaths in 2013 [6] and it was ranked 6th out of 25 leading risk factors in terms of disability adjusted life years (DALYS). Included in these estimates is a protective effect for diabetes, ischaemic heart disease and ischaemic stroke (amounting to an estimated 2.3 million fewer DALYS [7] ). However, this represents a tiny proportion of all DALYS (1.5 billion). Even if we were to assume that all beneficial effects are wiped out due to selection in observational studies, these rankings would not change substantially.
It is also claimed widely that a randomized controlled trial (RCT) is the panacea for all concerns about testing the protective effects of alcohol consumption. However, even assuming that ethical hurdles can be surmounted, this view is too simplistic. Experimental studies (randomized or not) are still prone to selection biases, for example in terms of who participates, adherence to exposure, loss to follow-up and so on [8, 9] . Dismissing evidence from observational studies as second-class is wrong, Naimi et al. even note that observational data analysed correctly can come to the same conclusion as RCTs [10, 11] .
This requires researchers to move beyond simply repeating standard analyses of alcohol consumption measured at one point in time and health outcomes at a later date [12] . The selection biases outlined by Naimi and colleagues are not unique to alcohol epidemiology; they affect countless other risk factors [13] [14] [15] and we can learn a great deal from these fields. For example, we agree wholeheartedly with the need to examine associations between alcohol and health outcomes using a life-course perspective [16] . With longitudinal data we can attempt to measure the magnitude of selection bias using, for example, inverse probability weighting methods [17] . The probability of exiting a study (due to causes that are often related to ill health) is used to weight observed data to 'compensate' for selection. This method has been demonstrated neatly for estimates of cognitive decline in smokers compared to neversmokers, which were 56-86% larger after accounting for attrition [13] .
We do not doubt that selection effects are a real phenomenon that may have led to protective effects of moderate drinking being over-estimated; however, they are unlikely to explain the ubiquitous J-shaped curve entirely [18] . If this were the case one would anticipate that protective effects would also be observed for alcohol-related cancers; however, this is not what is found [19] . Naimi et al. also frame their arguments in a hypothetical world whereby seemingly none of the issues of selection due to health status or early death apply to non-drinkers. The major challenges lying ahead are to understand when to anticipate selection bias, to determine the severity of the threat and to utilize available analytical methods to diminish its effect. In order for this field to progress we need to move beyond traditional analyses and account more effectively for the complex, dynamic relationship between alcohol consumption and health over the life-course-then, and only then, may we get closer to the truth.
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